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WELCOME TO BRODY CHEMICAL

REVISED 3.30.16

Brody Chemical began operations in Salt Lake City, Utah in 1975. Since
then, the company has grown from a small local company to one that
provides superior products and services to over half of the United States.
Brody’s success is attributed to its commitment to create innovative and
highly effective products—manufactured under strict quality control
standards, a responsive technical support team, and a professional, welltrained, service-driven sales force. Brody Chemical’s comprehensive
product line boasts over 600 different formulations of sanitation,
institutional, industrial and maintenance chemicals for professional use.
Reducing the risks associated with chemical usage and disposal, avoiding
depletion of the Earth’s natural resources, and enhancing the safety and
work environment for clients are core values of Brody Chemical.
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ACRYLIC URETHANE SEALER

WATER-BASED RESIN
Acrylic Urethane Sealer is a water-borne, heavy-duty seal and ﬁnish,
manufactured for use on interior concrete ﬂoors. It is based on a unique,
urethane fortiﬁed, thermoplastic resin. Acrylic Urethane Sealer provides a level of
durability and resistance previously unattainable in an aqueous seal. This product
applies easily and dries to recoat in an hour or less under normal conditions.

AIRCRAFT CLEANER

REDUCE MAINTENANCE COST
The only aircraft detergent with positive emulsion—an emulsion so strong, oil
will not redeposit (will not settle on the surface before the job is ﬁnished), thus
leaving a full ﬁnish after washing. It cuts through exterior grime without dulling
the ﬁnish. The patented technology of Aircraft Cleaner brings efﬁciency and
economy to the cleaning of aircraft, buses, trains and other ﬂeet vehicles.
Approved by Boeing and the U.S. Military.

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER

SUPER CONCENTRATED
This product is a free rinsing, neutral, non-toxic, all-purpose, synthetic, liquid
detergent. It is a concentrated, chemically balanced detergent that ﬁrst wets the
soil by surrounding grease, grime and dirt. Second, it penetrates these soils and
breaks them up into small particles. Third, greases and oils are emulsiﬁed. Finally,
soil suspending ingredients ﬂoat away dirt and grime, leaving a clean surface.

ALUM-A-BRIGHT

ALUMINUM TRAILER CLEANER
This product is designed for fast and effective removal of oxidation and corrosion
from aluminum surfaces, particularly trailers and transportation equipment. This
product is highly concentrated and can be diluted up to 40:1. Can be used in
either hot or cold water.

ALUMINUM BRIGHTENER 2

HEAVY DUTY TRUCK BRIGHTENER
This product is designed for fast and effective removal of oxidation and corrosion
from aluminum surfaces, particularly trailers and transportation equipment. This
product also contains anti-corrosion inhibitors.

ALUMINUM SPRAYCAB

NO-FOAM COMPOUND
This non-foaming, spray washer compound is designed for all non-ferrous metals,
aluminum and other “soft” metals. This product reduces cleaning and changing of
spraycab solution. It contains a special rust inhibitor to protect parts and
equipment and may be used in hot vats or re-circulating spray wash units. This
very concentrated compound requires only ½ pound per gallon of water.
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ASPHALT RELEASE (SLIDE OUT)

ORGANIC LUBRICANTS
Brody Chemical’s Slide Out (Asphalt Release) is a product speciﬁcally developed
for the asphalt industry. It is a blend of natural, completely biodegradable
products that, when combined in a specially designed formula, works. It works
extraordinarily well to prevent asphalt or any tar based product from sticking to
metal. Slide Out contains no VOC’s (volatile organic compounds).

AUTOMATIC BRUSH

AUTOMOTIVE CAR WASHES
This product is formulated for brush and cloth automotive car washes. It
contains two different acids to remove the hard water deposits that hold the
road ﬁlm to the car surface. It also contains four different surfactants/wetting
agents and butyl to remove road ﬁlm easily. This product is a moderate foaming
product with excellent rinse-ability. It provides exceptional lubrication for
brushes and is very economical to use. It is also a great choice for hand washing.

AUTOMATIC SCRUBBER

CONTROLLED SUDS CLEANER
This non-butyl, heavy-duty cleaner contains special properties, allowing for deep
penetrating and emulsifying action. These ingredients suspend debris in solution
so it is rinsed away rather than being redeposited on cleaned surfaces.
Automatic Scrubber dissolves grease and dirt by positive emulsion; oils, dirt and
greases are actually emulsiﬁed into the water, resulting in more thorough cleaning
and no “ring-around the wash tank.”

BIO-DEGREASER

100% BIODEGRADABLE
Bio-Degreaser is an organic blend of biodegradable degreasers, surfactants,
wetting agents and emulsiﬁers. This product can be used to dissolve grease,
asphalt, tar and other stubborn soils. Bio-Degreaser cleans better than diesel fuel
or other petroleum distillates and is 100% biodegradable. This product has been
formulated with used animal fats, grease and cooking oils. Environmentally safe.

BRAKE PARTS CLEANER

NON-CHLORINATED SOLVENT
This high-solvency blend provides maximum performance in a brake parts
cleaner without the use of ozone depleters or chlorinated solvents. Apply with a
Sure Shot sprayer to easily remove brake ﬂuid, grease, oily dirt and contaminants
from linings, pads, drums, cylinders and springs without disassembling the unit.
An excellent product for use in machine, automotive, truck and bus shops.

BRAKE PARTS CLEANER AEROSOL

EASY TO USE
This product is an effective blend of heavy-duty, non-chlorinated solvent and
other degreasers. Fast acting and thorough, this cleaner makes the dirty jobs
easier to handle. It is an excellent product for use in machine shops, automotive
shops or any place where the removal of dirt and greasy soils from metal
surfaces is important.
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BUG REMOVER

100% BIODEGRADABLE
This product is a biodegradable, non-toxic, free rinsing, all purpose, liquid
detergent that easily removes bugs, dirt and heavy road ﬁlm from cars, trucks and
buses. It is a concentrated, chemically balanced detergent that ﬁrst wets the soil
and bugs by getting under the surrounding grime and dirt. Second, it enetrates
and breaks them into smaller particles. Third, it emulsiﬁes the soil and bugs and
ﬂoats them away, leaving a clean surface.

BUS WASH

POSITIVE EMULSIFIER
Bus Wash cleans with positive emulsion—an emulsion so strong oil will not
re-deposit or settle on the surface before the job is ﬁnished. Re-deposited soil
leaves a dull ﬁnish and ﬁlm on the surface after washing. Bus Wash eliminates this
common problem. It cuts through exterior grime without dulling the ﬁnish. The
patented technology of Bus Wash brings efﬁciency and economy to the cleaning
of buses, aircraft, trailers, trains and other ﬂeet vehicles.

CAR WASH SOAP (LOW FOAM)

AUTOMATIC WASHING
Loaded with cleaning and wetting agents, Car Wash Soap (Low Foam) effectively
removes a broad range of road related soils, carbons and greases. This formula
was speciﬁcally designed as a low-foaming product to speed the rinsing process
and to conserve water. Super concentration makes it very economical. Dilute up
to 400:1 with water, depending on the cleaning power needed.

CAR WASH SOAP CONCENTRATE (LOW FOAM)

(1X6=55)
This product was developed to save money and shipping costs for customers. A
55-gallon drum of Car Wash Soap Concentrate (Low Foam) contains surfactants,
emulsiﬁers, chelating agents, foamers, wetting agents and a drying agent. It also
contains 89% water. By eliminating this water from the formulation, 6 gallons (1
bucket) of active ingredients remain. This super concentrated bucket, when mixed
with 49 gallons of water, makes a 55-gallon drum of regular strength Car Wash
Soap (Low Foam), which should then be further diluted up to 400:1.

CAR WASH SOAP (HIGH FOAM)

HAND WASHING
Car Wash Soap (High Foam) is a blend of surfactants, wetting agents, emulsiﬁers
and cleaning agents. This product is an exceptional cleaner and is loaded with
foaming agents. Ideal for hand washing in car dealerships, car lots, commercial car
and truck lots and is uniquely suited for hand-wand car washes, tunnel car
washes or brush car washes. It can be diluted up to 400:1 with water and it is
100% biodegradable.

CAR WASH SOAP CONCENTRATE (HIGH FOAM)

(1X6=55)
This product was developed to save money and shipping costs for customers. A
55-gallon drum of Car Wash Soap (High Foam) contains surfactants, emulsiﬁers,
chelating agents, foamers, wetting agents and a drying agent. It also contains 89%
water. By eliminating this water from the formulation, 6 gallons (1 bucket) of
active ingredients remain. This super concentrated bucket, when mixed with 49
gallons of water, makes a 55-gallon drum of regular strength Car Wash Soap
(High Foam), which should then be further diluted up to 400:1.
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CAR WASH DRYING AGENT

CAR WASH DRYING AGENT
CAR WASH DRYING AGENT is a concentrated liquid drying agent that does
not contain any Mineral Seal Oil or other hydrocarbon ingredients. This product
will provide superior beading and water break to insure the driest vehicle
possible.

CARBURETOR CLEANER AEROSOL REMOVES DIRT, GUM & VARNISH
A combination of powerful, concentrated solvents has been speciﬁcally
formulated in this aerosol to remove dirt, gum and varnish deposits, which build
up on moving parts and sealing surfaces of engine carburetors. Cleans and frees
choke linkage, manifold heat controls and PCV valves. Use of this product will
increase the life of pistons, rings and cylinder walls. Packaged as a handy aerosol
for easy use.

CARPET CLEANER

EXTRACTION CONCENTRATE
This product is a very powerful but safe carpet cleaning liquid that emulsiﬁes dirt
and grime by stripping each carpet ﬁber clean as it treats with an anti-soilant,
anti-static and carpet deodorizer. It contains an optical brightener to make
carpeting appear bright as new. Carpet Cleaner is very concentrated and only a
small amount is required to do a thorough job. Excellent for automobile carpets.

CITRA SAFE

TWO-STEP SYSTEM
Our product is a synergistic blend of surfactants, emulsifying agents, chelating
agents and acids. This product is designed for fast and effective removal of road
ﬁlm, oxidation and corrosion from aluminum, stainless steel, brass, steel, copper
and painted surfaces. Without the use of Hydroﬂouric Acid this product requires
no scrubbing, bufﬁng or polishing - quick chemical action penetrates and removes
road ﬁlm, calcium (water) deposits and diesel smoke deposits from aluminum
trailers, trucks and cars in just 2-3 minutes. Apply this product with acid proof
equipment. Do not allow solution to dry on surface. This product should be used
as the ﬁrst step of a 2-step system.

CITRUS CLEANER

ECONOMICAL DEGREASER
This product is a heavy-duty, water-soluble, citrus-based cleaner and degreaser. It is
safe and effective on all washable surfaces. Citrus Cleaner is ideal for removing soils
such as grease, ink, mildew, oil and wax. It also contains a rust inhibitor to retard
corrosion of metals. It is non-combustible, contains no hazardous ingredients, and
gives off no dangerous fumes. This product is a true deodorizing cleaner and is an
excellent choice for tires, ﬂoors, carpets, upholstery and shop tools.

CITRUS DEGREASER

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE

Ideal uses for this product include degreasing concrete ﬂoors, equipment, trucks,
motors and metal surfaces. This product will remove most resins, adhesives,
printing inks, decals, rubber tire marks, tar, asphalt and any other soils -that can
be removed by conventional solvent-based degreasers. This natural, citrusbased
degreaser is excellent for taking Cosmoline off new car bumpers.
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CITRUS DEGREASER AEROSOL

NATURAL CITRUS CLEANER
This product is a new, trend setting formulation that keeps pace with today’s
safety and environmental regulations. Powerful, natural, citrus-based degreasers
and deodorizers are specially blended to out-perform conventional hazardous
solvent degreasers. This multi-purpose concentrate instantly emulsiﬁes grease,
oils and fats without the use of workstation harsh acids, alkalis or petroleum
solvents. Citrus Degreaser Aerosol is an excellent product for each mechanic to
have.

CITRUS DEGREASER SUPER

EXTRA STRENGTH
Citrus Degreaser Super was speciﬁcally formulated to meet and exceed today’s
most demanding tests for efﬁciency and safety. This product is formulated with
powerful, natural, citrus-based degreasers and deodorizers that out-perform
other citrus-based degreasers on the market. This super concentrated citrus
degreaser instantly emulsiﬁes grease, oils, printing inks (including ultraviolet ink),
decals, adhesives, rubber tire marks, tar and asphalt.

CITRUS SPRAYCAB

ALUMINUM SAFE
This product was developed for use in spray cabinets equipped with skimmer
systems to remove contaminated oils, carbons and greases. It contains strong
degreasers, emulsiﬁers, chelating agents, and a surfactant, which causes waste oil
and debris to ﬂoat to the surface of the cleaning solution for easy removal.
This non-foaming compound is safe for all non-ferrous metals and aluminum, and
contains a rust inhibitor to prevent ﬂash rusting. It is very concentrated, requiring
only ½ pound per gallon of water. Pleasant citrus fragrance.

CONCRETE CLEANER

PINE, CITRUS AND SUPER STRENGTH
This compound is a formulation of fast-acting detergents, grease cutters, wetting
agents and emulsiﬁers blended with soap regenerators that keep it working
longer for more effective cleaning. It does an excellent job without leaving any
ﬁlm or residue to recollect dirt, grease or grime. Concrete Cleaner contains a
powerful surfactant that combines oil and water into an emulsiﬁcation solution.
Available in Pine, Citrus and Super Strength formulations.

CONCRETE TRUCK CLEANER SUPER SAFE HIGH-FOAMING ACID
This product is a highly concentrated, acid detergent formulated for the removal
of hardened cement from handling equipment such as bulk cement haulers,
Redi-mix equipment, cement mixers and other tools and machinery throughout
cement manufacturing plants. Concrete Remover II contains a high-foaming
surfactant allowing this product to be foamed onto the cement truck, lengthening
contact time and avoiding atomization. It contains an inhibitor system to reduce
the acid attack of metals.

CONCRETE SEALER
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SEALS, HARDENS AND DUST PROOFS
This product is a revolutionary sealer made of acrylic resins, which are resistant
to sunlight (they will not yellow outside), oil and most chemical fumes. It also
provides hard, sealed protection of concrete from most solvents and acids. It may
be used on freshly laid concrete (it aids in curing) or terrazzo, as soon as surface
is dry. Concrete Sealer may also be applied to old concrete and terrazzo surfaces.
Leaves a shiny, high-gloss ﬁnish.............................................

CONCRETE TRUCK CLEANER

SAFE, FOAMING ACID
This product is a highly concentrated, acid detergent formulated for the removal
of hardened cement from handling equipment in the concrete industry. Because
it is concentrated, it can be diluted with up to 4 parts water for typical jobs. On
heavy build-up, dilute 2:1 with water, apply, allow contact time until concrete is
loosened, scrub off and rinse thoroughly with clean water. For extreme
conditions, this product may be used straight.

DEGREASER (WITH ENZYMES)

CONTAINS BIOREMEDIATON ENZYMES

This product is a non-emulsiﬁable degreaser containing bioremediation enzymes.
It cleans by dispersion, breaking the oil down into micro particles so it can be
washed away. These micro particles immediately ﬂoat the oil and debris back to
the surface for removal from the waste water—The enzymes actually consume
the greases and oils during the cleaning process and continue to work long after
the waste oil and greases are discarded. It is 100% biodegradable, water-soluble
and contains no hazardous ingredients.

DURAPLUS FINISH

EXCEPTIONAL BUFFABILITY
This ultra, high-water ﬂoor polish is a product of revolutionary chemistry; a
breakthrough in technology expected to have an impact on the ﬂoor polish
industry as great as the development of zinc cross-linking. Provides higher gloss
and longer wear properties than conventional polymerbased formulations, greatly
decreasing the frequency of bufﬁng and ﬂoor stripping operations. This product is
a 24% solids thermoplastic ﬂoor ﬁnish.

ELIMINATOR

REMOVES CONCRETE STAINS
Eliminator is a multiple spore blend concentrate designed for use to remove
those hard to clean oil and grease stains in both asphalt & concrete. This product
is very effective without all of the manual scrubbing that a normal degreaser
would require. Just spray and walk away. Over a period of 2 weeks, you will
notice that the stain is getting lighter & lighter until it is completely gone. This is
due to the Bioremediation enzymes that actually breakdown and consume grease
& oil. This product is non-toxic, contains no phosphates, environmentally friendly
and contains no harsh caustics or solvents.

ENGINE CLEANER AEROSOL

WATER-BASED DEGREASER
This unique water-based formula combines the cleaning and degreasing strength
of solvents, detergents and water into one powerful product that is low in VOC
content. It does not contain any chlorinated solvents or ozone-depleting
chemicals. It is fast acting and easy rinsing for a clean, bright surface. Simply spray
Engine Degreaser onto the engine, allow 5 minutes contact time then spray off
with water.

ENGINE DEGREASER

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE
Engine Degreaser is formulated with 100% biodegradable ingredients, emulsiﬁers,
penetrants, wetting agents and rust and corrosion inhibitors. This product rapidly
penetrates through thick layers of accumulated, hardened grease, oil, sludge,
grime, dirt, wax, tar, asphalt and other soils to dissolve, liquefy and break up
debris so that it may be ﬂushed away with water. Dilutes up to 50:1 with water.
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FOAMER

CAR WASH MAGIC
This new formulation is a combination of 100% active surfactants and wetting
agents producing more foam than any other product available on the market. On
the API foam column test, 0.25% (400:1) of this product in fresh water produced
2400 ml. of foam carry over, and 4 minutes were required for 100 ml. of free
water to break out of the foam. This is 200% better than competitive products.
Foamer is excellent for use in self-serve wand or drive-through car washes.

FOAMING BRUSH

CITRUS SCENT
Foaming Brush is a high-foaming, citrus scented, liquid detergent designed for use
with cloth or bristle brushes. This viscous, car wash detergent provides lubricity
and high foam levels. It contains surfactants, detergents, wetting agents and
natural, citrus D-Limonene for exceptional penetration and removal of road soils.
This product is an excellent choice for all brush-type car washes.

FORMULA 60

BETTER THAN FORMULA 50
This product is a water-based, heavy duty, all-purpose cleaner and degreaser that
can be used on a wide variety of surfaces. This 100% biodegradable product
contains a blend of synthetic detergents that rapidly removes dirt, grease, and
grime without the use of caustics, phosphates, acids or solvents.

GLASS & MULTI-SURFACE CLEANER

WILL NOT STREAK
This product quickly removes dirt, smudges, water spots, lipstick, hair spray etc.,
without streaking. It cuts cleaning costs for motels and hotels, hospitals, nursing
homes, schools, churches, ofﬁce buildings, stores, industrial facilities, car yards, taxi
ﬂeets, etc. It is excellent for all types of light duty cleaning, including Formica, Tile,
Plastics, Stainless Steel, Aluminum, Wood, Plexiglas, Chrome and Painted Surfaces.

GLASS CLEANER AEROSOL

HIGH FOAMING ACTION
Fast foaming action quickly surrounds and lifts soils such as lipstick, oil, grease,
bugs, dust, dirt and other foreign matter. This pleasantly scented cleaner works
equally well on glass, metal and other non-porous surfaces. This exclusive formula
dries rapidly, leaving a clean surface, free of streaks, with no hazy after-ﬁlm. It is
the best aerosol cleaner available.

GLASS & MULTI-SURFACE CONCENTRATE (ONE QT = FIVE GALLONS)
This product is a fast, easy to use glass cleaner concentrate that quickly dissolves
deposits of grease, dirt, smoke ﬁlm, ﬁnger marks, lipstick, crayon smudges and oil,
then wipes off with a clean cloth or towel. A good glass cleaner is hard to ﬁnd.
100% of all glass cleaners say they are streak free, in actuality, 90% are not. This
product has been researched and developed into the best glass cleaner on the
market today. Our product is fortiﬁed with a fantastic solvent type cleaner and
ammonia to give a great cleaning and yet at the same time it will wash absolutely
streak free.

GOLD GREASE AEROSOL

GOLD GREASE LUBRICANT
This product is a unique formulation of superior quality industrial lubricants in a
convenient aerosol form. This state-of-the-art product is designed for extreme or
heavy-duty applications and offers superior lubrication under varying
temperatures.
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HAND CLEANER (BLUE PUMICE)

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH
This is an essential hand cleaner for the automotive industry. It is ideal for
removing printers’ ink, heavy grease, encrusted grime, oil, embedded paint and
many other stains. This formula contains the ﬁnest, mildly abrasive pumice to
loosen and dissolve embedded soils. It also contains skin conditioners to protect
hands from drying, cracking and chapping. Hand Cleaner Blue Pumice is Brody
Chemical’s best selling hand cleaner to automotive and trucking companies.

HAND CLEANER (CHERRY PUMICE)

PINK GEL
An essential hand cleaner for those hands that are really dirty. Ideal for removing
printers ink, heavy grease, encrusted grime, soil, embedded paint, and many other
stains, ﬂoating it away from the pores. Contains skin conditioners to protect
hands from drying, cracking and chapping, leaving a soothing and protecting ﬁlm
of lotion which keeps your hands from feeling raw or dry from over scrubbing.
Contains a blend of the highest quality surface cleaners combined with the ﬁnest
mild abrasive pumice to help loosen and lift embedded soil. Has an excellent
fragrance.

HAND CLEANER (CITRUS PUMICE)

MILD ABRASIVE
This is an essential hand cleaner for the automotive industry; ideal for removing
printers’ ink, heavy grease, encrusted grime, oil, embedded paint and many other
stains. This formula contains a blend of the highest quality surface cleaners and
orange peel oils combined with the ﬁnest, mildly abrasive pumice. It also contains
skin conditioners to protect hands from drying, cracking and chapping.

EMOLLIENT ENRICHED
Our product uses advanced cleaning technology with natural scrubbers to
quickly remove all types of grease, oil, paint and other soil from hands through its
unique cleaning action. This product penetrates deep into the skin to loosen
ground-in grime and ﬂoats it to the surface where it can be washed off with
water or wiped off with a paper towel.

HAND CLEANER (NATURAL SCRUBBERS)

HAND CLEANER (WATERLESS)

CONVENIENT TUBES
This product is a convenient way to keep hands clean out in the ﬁeld where
water is not available. Simply apply a little to the palm of your hand and rub
briskly or wipe off with a rag or towel.

HAND CLEANER SCRUBS

PORTABLE BUCKET
Hand Cleaner Scrubs offer fast and effective hand cleaning in a convenient
portable bucket. Each dispensing canister contains 72 each, 10 ½ x 12 ¼
perforated, high-strength, absorbent cleaning towels, treated with a gentle-to skin
but effective heavy-duty, grease-cutting and soil-lifting formulation. For use on the
toughest soils, greases, tar, graphite and even printers’ ink.

HARD SURFACE 40 AEROSOL

ALL-WEATHER FORMULA
Hard Surface 40 Aerosol is a superb, all-weather, surface and glass cleaner. It is
formulated with the same ingredients as a powerful degreaser, yet its penetrating
foam is safe to use on windows, counter tops, furniture, tile, marble, porcelain, and
car/truck windshields. Great for windows and automotive glass in cold temperatures.
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HEAVY DUTY CLEANER

SUPER CONCENTRATED
Heavy Duty Cleaner represents the latest technology in concentrated heavy-duty
cleaning liquids. This fast acting formulation quickly penetrates and emulsiﬁes the
toughest industrial and institutional soils. This product is ideally suited for
cleaning a wide variety of soil types from most hard, durable surfaces without
leaving any sticky, ﬁlmy residue. Heavy Duty Cleaner is a great choice for use with
pressure washers, steam cleaners, ﬂoor scrubbers and manual mopping
operations.

INDUSTRIAL DEGREASER

WATER-SOLUBLE SOLVENT
This product is a heavy-duty, water-soluble degreaser. It is safe and effective on all
washable surfaces for removing soils such as carbon, creosote, dyes, grease, ink,
mildew, oil and wax. The formulation also contains a rust inhibitor to retard
corrosion of metals. Fireproof, acid free and gives off no dangerous fumes
Industrial Degreaser is very concentrated and can be diluted up to 20:1 with
water for greater economy.

KICK ACID CONCRETE TRUCK CLEANER

CONTAINS NO ACID
Kick Acid Concrete Truck Cleaner is a new chemical formulation that cleans like
an acid with the safety of dish soap. This product is a liquid, acid alternative with
no odors or fumes. It attacks the Portland in cement, completely dissolving the
hardened cement to a mushy substance, making it rinseable with high pressure
and cold water. Kick Acid Concrete Truck Cleaner is non-corrosive, non-fuming,
100% biodegradable and non-hazardous to equipment. It contains no sulfuric,
muriatic, hydrochloric or phosphoric acids.

LIQUID HAND SOAP

PLEASANT FRAGRANCE
Our liquid hand soap is formulated with 100% natural ingredients and scrubbing
agents that will not dry out or crack skin. The natural ingredients used in this
product have been pH adjusted for mildness without sacriﬁcing cleaning power.

LIQUID STEAM CLEANER

SAFE ON FERROUS METALS
This heavy-duty, steam cleaner and pressure-washer detergent is excellent for
cleaning automotive equipment, bay ﬂoors and walls, garbage trucks, large
machinery and aluminum siding. It effectively penetrates oils and greases, making
it a great concrete cleaner as well. Special ingredients prevent scale build-up in
steam cleaners. This concentrated liquid is very economical because it can be
diluted with water up to 80:1.

MAG WHEEL CLEANER

DEGREASER/BRIGHTENER
Mag Wheel Cleaner is a combination of powerful detergents, wetting agents,
emulsiﬁers and acid cleaners. These powerful, dirt-removing ingredients penetrate
quickly into the cracks and crevices of mag wheels to remove even the toughest
road ﬁlm, brake dust and embedded grease. This product eliminates hand
scrubbing. Simply apply, allow for contact time and rinse off. Mag Wheel Cleaner
contains a special inhibitor to prevent rusting and corrosion.
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MOLY/PTFE LUBRICANT AEROSOL

SPRAY ON LUBRICANT
MOLY/PTFE Lubricant Aerosol is designed for use on automotive, marine, farm,
electrical and mechanical equipment. This product lubricates, cleans, penetrates
and stops corrosion on metal. With the addition of both PTFE and molybdenum
disulﬁde, this formulation displaces moisture, provides excellent lubrication,
eliminating squeaks and binds, and reduces maintenance time. The ﬁlm never
hardens.

NON-BUTYL DEGREASER

SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHOUGH
Non-Butyl Degreaser is the result of a technological breakthrough. This nonbutyl
formulation is so unique it is actually patented. This remarkable degreaser
removes greasy, oily dirt better than butyl cellosolve and it is safe to use. Unlike
butyl formulations, this product emulsiﬁes oil and grease for complete removal.
This concentrated degreaser is an excellent choice for the automotive and large
equipment industries.

ORANGE SOLVENT

BIODEGRADABLE DEGREASER
Ideal uses for this product include degreasing concrete ﬂoors, equipment, trucks,
motors, and metal surfaces. This product will remove most resins, adhesives,
printing inks, decals, rubber tire marks, tar and asphalt and most soils removed by
conventional solvent-based degreasers. This natural solvent is an effective drain
cleaner, deodorizer and maintainer. Orange Solvent is an excellent product for
removing Cosmoline and tar from automobiles.

ORANGE SOLVENT AEROSOL

SUPER DEGREASER
This multi-purpose aerosol instantly emulsiﬁes grease, oils and fats without the
use of harsh acids, alkalis or petroleum solvents. Ideal uses for this product
include degreasing equipment, trucks, motors and metal surfaces. This convenient
product will remove most resins, adhesives, printing inks, decals, rubber tire
marks, tar, asphalt and other tough soils conventionally requiring a solvent-based
degreaser. Orange Solvent Aerosol easily removes Cosmoline from new car
bumpers.

PARTS WASHER SOLVENT

NON-FLAMMABLE
Parts Washer Solvent is an excellent cleaner and degreaser speciﬁcally designed
for use in parts washers and dip tanks. It is a great light-duty cleaner for fuel
pumps, carburetors, ﬁlters, master cylinders, valve covers, rocker arms and all
engine parts. This product is safe for use on all metals and leaves a light,
protective ﬁlm, protecting against rusting and corrosion. Flash point is above 145°
F; it is considered non-hazardous.
LOOSENS RUSTED BOLTS
A superior lubricant formulated to loosen, clean and lubricate frozen nuts, bolts
and moving parts. This non-ﬂammable, penetrating lubricant prevents corrosion,
saving repair and maintenance time. It is ideally suited for refrigeration
equipment, automobiles, workshops, industrial equipment, mechanics, oil rigs, etc.
This convenient aerosol comes with an extension tube for hard-to-reach areas.

PENETRATING LUBRICANT AEROSOL
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PENETRATING OIL

LOOSENS RUSTED BOLTS
A superior, liquid lubricant formulated to loosen, clean and lubricate frozen nuts,
bolts and moving parts. This non-ﬂammable, penetrating lubricant prevents
corrosion, saving repair and maintenance time. It is ideally suited for refrigeration
equipment, automobiles, workshops, industrial equipment, mechanics, oil rigs, etc.
Penetrating Oil comes in bulk for extra large jobs.

PORTACHEMICAL

MAINTAINS PORTABLE TOILETS
This product is a highly concentrated, portable toilet chemical deodorizer
recommended for use on commercial bus lines, boats, houseboats, airplane and
motor homes. It is also excellent for maintaining and deodorizing all types of
vault toilets and portable outdoor toilets. Its pleasant fragrance continues to
control unpleasant waste odors long after other deodorants quit working. Does
not contain formaldehyde.

PROTECTIVE COATING

MICROSCOPIC SILICONE SPRAY
This product dries and buffs within minutes to a clean, streak-free ﬁnish, which
guards surfaces against dust, ﬁngerprints, smudges, water spots and pollution
fallout. Protective Coating imparts water repellency, luster and non-soiling
qualities to treated surfaces, which provide resistance against scratches and oil/
soil accumulations. Excellent for use on automotive paint ﬁnishes, glass windows,
Plexiglas (helicopters) and glass countertops. It is effective in hot or cold weather.

PROTECTIVE SHIELD

PROTECTS AND BEAUTIFIES
Protective Shield penetrates, protects and beautiﬁes most rubber, vinyl, plastic,
ﬁnished leather and wood surfaces in good, clean condition around the garage,
house and ofﬁce. Use on items such as tires, vinyl tops, dashboards, seats, luggage,
sporting goods, hoses, stereo/TV equipment, shoes, handbags, jackets, furniture
and cabinets. Protective Shield is a water-base silicone, so it will not dry out
dashboards and seats.

RECONDITIONING CRÈME

HEALS DERMATITIS
This super aloe Reconditioning Crème was speciﬁcally formulated for dry skin
caused by overexposure to the sun, wind, and severe outdoor climates. This
formula contains 50% more Aloe Vera Gel, Jojoba Oil, and precious Mink Oil than
any other products on the market. This extra strength formula protects and heals
peeling, ﬂaking, and dry skin. It provides soothing relief to people who suffer from
the pain of dermatitis

VERY CONCENTRATED
This product was developed to save money, ﬂoor space and shipping costs for
customers. By eliminating the water from the original formulation of Tire/Vinyl
Dressing, pure active ingredients remain; it produces a super concentrated
product that should be diluted 9:1 with water. It is made from pure water-based
silicones to provide great shine and conditioning without cracking.

SC TIRE/VINYL DRESSING
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SHINE-ALL AEROSOL

HANDY AND CONVENIENT
This easy-to-use, revolutionary product is the way to keep tires looking beautiful
and lasting longer. Cleans, shines, and protects in one simple step. No wiping,
touching, or messy rags required. Just spray on tires and walk away. Dries in
minutes to a lustrous, like-new shiny protective ﬁnish. Penetrates rubber to
protect from cracking and fading. Safe on wheels and wheel covers of all types.
Also excellent for other rubber surfaces such as bumpers, mud ﬂaps, and trim.
SILICONE RELEASE AGENT AEROSOL STOPS STICKING & SQUEAKING
This aerosol is a heavy-duty (10,000 centistokes) silicone, which stops binding
and squeaking without gumming. It forms a protective, ﬂexible shield on rubber,
weather stripping, trunk lids, doors, hoods and automotive window moldings.
Under the hood, it keeps battery terminals clean, protects against corrosion and
weather-proofs ignition systems, plug insulators and distributor caps. Lubricates
door locks and prevents freezing.

SNOW AND ICE MELT

BREAKS THE ICE BARRIER
Brody Chemical Snow and Ice Melt reduces damage to concrete and stone
surfaces, when used according to directions. Special inhibitors and anti-caking
agents are added to ensure the product is free ﬂowing and will spread at a
uniform rate. This product leaves no residue and is non-tracking when applied at
the recommended rate. Snow and Ice Melt is a blend of calcium chloride, sodium
chloride and sodium silicate, and has been lab-tested to melt ice down to -20° F.
Available in bags or containers of 50, 100, 500 and 2000 pounds.

SOLVENT DEGREASER

HEAVY-DUTY DEGREASER
Solvent Degreaser is formulated with a blend of organic solvents, emulsiﬁers,
penetrants, wetting agents and rust and corrosion inhibitors. This product rapidly
penetrates through thick layers of accumulated, hardened greases, oils, sludge,
grime, dirt, waxes, tar, asphalt and other soils to dissolve, liquefy and break up
debris so it may be ﬂushed away with clear water. Solvent Degreaser is excellent
for automotive, trucking and industrial applications.

SPRAY CAR WAX

AUTOMATIC CAR WASH RINSE
This formulation is a concentrated, liquid car wax for automatic car washes.
Apply this product in the ﬁnal rinse of wash cycle to prevent water spotting,
speed drying and obtain a just-waxed look. This product contains mineral seal oil
to bead water, along with a very concentrated drying agent. Spray Car Wax is
available in three colors: blue, gold and pink.

SWEEP ZORB

FLOOR SWEEP
This product is safe to use on all ﬂoors, including cement, hardwood, vinyl, rubber,
asphalt and tile. It will not stain carpets or scratch or dull high gloss ﬁnishes. This
product absorbs dirt, holds onto grit and sand, and controls airborne dust. It also
improves the condition of ﬂoors by ﬁlling in rough surface edges with a light seal,
making future cleanings even easier. This product is also 100% biodegradable.
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SYNTHETIC PEN LUBE AEROSOL

MOISTURE-DISPLACING
This aerosol is a moisture-displacing and penetrating oil. It is a multi-purpose
product formulated to lubricate, penetrate, displace moisture and prevent
corrosion without the use of ozone depleting chlorinated solvents. In addition,
this product is fortiﬁed with PTFE for superior lubricity and advanced corrosion
inhibitors for maximum protection of metal surfaces. Excellent for door hinges in
the automotive and trucking industries.

TAR REMOVER

EMULSIFIES TAR AND ASPHALT
Tar Remover is a very strong, citrus-based detergent developed especially to
remove tacky and dried-on tar and asphalt that other products cannot touch. It
dissolves thick coats of tar and asphalt from concrete, stone, brick, masonry
equipment and vehicles. This product is made from 100% biodegradable, citrus
terpenes, making it safe for the environment. Tar Remover is a water-emulsiﬁable
product that can be rinsed easily with high-pressure water.

TIRE DRESSING

SILICONE WHITE EMULSION
This product restores the black ﬁnish to faded, worn tires and vinyl tops, making
them look new again. Tire Dressing is also excellent to use on ﬂoor mats,
dashboard, engine hoses and ﬁrewalls, batteries and all rubber products. This
product guards against ozone, ultraviolet rays and oxygen that crack, dull, harden
or rot these materials. Tire Dressing is made from a water-based silicone so it
won’t dry out and crack the rubber or vinyl.

TIRE MAGIC

SILICONE AND CONDITIONERS
This product beautiﬁes and protects vinyl and rubber surfaces inside and outside
vehicles. The clear formula prevents any milky or cloudy appearance to haze or
dull surfaces. Tire Magic contains a special blend of silicones, conditioners and
selected solvents that penetrate deeply to protect against cracking, drying, fading
and hardening. Use regularly on tires, dashboards, seat, trims, vinyl tops, luggage,
sporting goods, boats and acrylic objects.

TIRE/MOTOR CLEANER

SELF-SERVICE CAR WASHES
Tire/Motor Cleaner is blended with 100% biodegradable, natural ingredients,
emulsiﬁers, wetting agents, foaming surfactants and a rust and corrosion inhibitor
This product penetrates through thick layers of hardened grease, oils, sludge,
grime, dirt, tar, asphalt and other road soil accumulations. Use in self-serve car
washes to pre-spray engines and tires. Tire/Motor Cleaner can also be used as a
pre-spray for bugs and tires in drive-through car washes.

TNT CONCENTRATE POWDER

(1 BUCKET = 2 DRUMS)
A premium, powdered truck and trailer wash, formulated without any harsh
caustics, acids, or solvents. TNT Concentrate will remove exhaust deposits, mud,
grime and road ﬁlm in a single brushless application. It is composed of alkaline
builders, water softeners, surfactants and emulsiﬁers. An excellent, economical
truck and trailerwash designed for pressure application without the need of
brushes. This product is highly effective on road ﬁlm and extremely concentrated.
One 40-pound bucket will make two 55-gallon drums.
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TNT LIQUID

BRUSHLESS TRUCK AND TRAILER WASH
TNT Liquid is a premium truck and trailer wash, formulated to remove exhaust
deposits, road ﬁlm and bug residues from painted vehicle surfaces in a single,
brushless application. It is a very concentrated product that can be diluted with
25 parts water for heavy-duty cleaning and up to 100 parts for light-duty
cleaning. TNT Liquid is made of synthetic, biodegradable detergents that rinse
completely to eliminate streaking.

TNT LIQUID CONCENTRATE

(2X6=55)
This product was developed to save money and shipping costs for customers. A
55-gallon drum of original TNT Liquid contains surfactants, emulsiﬁers, chelating
agents, degreasers, foamers, wetting agents and a drying agent. It also contains
78% water. By eliminating this water from the formulation, 12 gallons (2 buckets)
of active ingredients remain. These 2 super concentrated buckets, when mixed
with 43 gallons of water, make a 55-gallon drum of regular strength TNT Liquid,
which should then be further diluted up to 100:1.

TOILET BOWL CLEANER

THICK CHEMICAL ACTION
This product is a balanced formulation of powerful cleaning agents, which ensure
effective, thorough cleaning in all restroom facilities. Toilet Bowl Cleaner clings to
vertical surfaces, penetrating and dissolving mineral and scale deposits for easy
removal. It is also very effective for removing body fats, ﬁlm, scale and mineral
deposits on shower stalls, ceramic tile, walls, ﬂoors and swimming pool areas.
Harmless on most paints and ﬁnishes.

TOUCHLESS VEHICLE WASH

HIGH-FOAMING/TOUCH FREE
This product is an alkaline, high-foaming, liquid detergent especially formulated to
be used in touch-free car and truck washing facilities. It is very effective at removing
road ﬁlm, dirt and bug residues without scrubbing. It can be used as a pre-spray on
all vehicle surfaces, including engines, wheels and tires. It is formulated with
detergents and surfactants that are 100% biodegradable and free rinsing.

TRUCK AND TRAILER 2

HEAVY-DUTY TRUCK WASH
This product is a complex formula consisting of detergents, wetting agents, water
softeners and rinse additives. Truck and Trailer was speciﬁcally designed for use
with pressure washing equipment for rapid, effective and economical cleaning of
ﬂeet vehicles. It is non-corrosive, free rinsing and removes grease, oil, sludge, light
tar, bug insecticides, fertilizers, etc. This product is 100% biodegradable and safe
to the environment.

TRUCK WASH POWDER

ECONOMICAL
This product is a mildly alkaline, free-ﬂowing, orange powder designed for
simpliﬁed washing of transportation equipment and trucks. Truck Wash Powder is
safe for use on all metals, paints, plastics, and rubber products. It is extremely free
rinsing and is well supplied with sequestering agents, so water of any hardness
can be used. This powder is the ideal material for quick, simple, economical
washes of trucks, trailers, cars and buses.
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WASH AND WAX

ELIMINATES WIPING
Wash and Wax is a highly concentrated, one-step car wash soap, which cleans
dirt, bugs and road ﬁlm from cars and trucks. It contains a unique rinse additive,
which provides clean rinsing without water spotting or ﬁlm and requires no
wiping. Wash and Wax is an excellent product for washing cars in the lot. Dilutes
up to 400 to 1.

WINDSHIELD WASH CONCENTRATE

CUTS COSTS IN HALF
This is a concentrated product that should be diluted with water before using.
Dilute product with up to 16 parts water for excellent cleaning during summer
months and with up to 4 parts water for full protection during winter months. It
is recommended for all truck and auto maintenance shops, lube and oil centers,
car dealers, cab companies, police department, etc. Two 5-gallon buckets make a
55-gallon drum for winter use. Use Brody’s Drum Master Feeder to automate
dilution.

WINDSHIELD WASH RAW PACK

CONCENTRATED ADDITIVE
Windshield Wash Concentrate is shipped all across the country to service
stations, car dealerships, truck shops, rental car agencies, truck dealerships, etc.
This product was developed to cut freight costs for customers located in remote
areas with the ability to purchase methanol from a local raw material supplier.
Windshield Wash Raw Pack can be added to methanol for a winter blend or
diluted with water up to 550:1 for a summer blend.
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About Brody Chemical
Brody Chemical sells and provides service to over 50,000 customers in a
variety of industries including manufacturing, industrial, mining, automotive,
institutional, hospitality, trucking, food and beverage, agricultural, and medical.
Brody Chemical’s sales representatives are trained to offer technical assistance
and recommendations in selecting solutions and cleaning processes that best
meet the needs of clients.

NEALIE WHITE
720-934-9996
NEALIE@BRODYCHEMICAL.COM
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